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Convenient and functional, the WHITE BOX is the WHITE line’s most versatile system for 
controlling withdrawals of garments, fl atworks, sterile kits and clogs in the healthcare 
environment.

One machine, diff erent usages: the vast array of sizing combinations achievable with the 
WHITE Box modules allows for optimal usage of space, while also off ering the possibility to 
distribute an assortment of diff erent items.

WHITE Box is our most fl exible solution, designed to meet any individual requirements in a 
customized way. The door hinges can be confi gured on either side of the machine, so that the 
doors can open in the direction that is most convenient.

Compartments can be confi gured with: a hanger kit, or shelves with side rails.

The automatic inventory system indicates how many items the user has taken, and which 
compartment they were taken from. The system will also indicate the number and types of 
items still available for subsequent withdrawals. In addition to controlled management and 
dispensing of the items, WHITE Box guarantees timely tracking and oversight of the logistic 
cycle. WHITE Box is also the easiest machine to maintain and upkeep, with a very rapid and 
effi  cient loading process.

Two modules are available depending on individual distribution needs:
WHITE Box 600, large and spacious, is designed to distribute fl atworks, clogs and sterile kits.
WHITE Box 500, more compact, is designed to distribute garments.

Both models are available in 3 diff erent combinations, all of which include a touchscreen panel 
PC and badge reader:
1-door (WHITE Box 501 - 601), 2-door (WHITE Box 502 - 602), 3-door (WHITE Box 503 - 603)

Each of these modules can be combined with an additional 3-door module, allowing for a 
maximum of 6 doors per dispensing location.

How it works
Operation is very simple.

In retrieval phase:
• The user identifi es him/herself with his/her badge directly on the WHITE Box control module
• The user selects the desired item(s) on the panel PC from a list of withdrawable items
• WHITE Box unlocks the compartment containing the selected item(s)
• The user withdraws the item(s), closes the door, and the machine’s inventory is automatically 
updated.

In the loading phase:
• The operator activates the loading procedure with his/her badge
• The stacked items are loaded directly into the wardrobe 
• The operator closes all the cabinet doors
• WHITE Box automatically stores the contents in the inventory.

Like the rest of the WHITE dispensers, WHITE Box has an interactive messaging platform that 
can inform the system server of any understocked items, triggering an alert to replenish the 
items.
Additionally, through the ONE platform, the system administrator can defi ne the alert limit 
thresholds, which will allow the administrator to ensure prompt availability of supplies.



Technical Specifi cations
Power Supply Voltage: 230V Single-phase 50Hz
Input Power: Pn 36 W
Structure Protection Rating: P12
Electric Control Board Protection Rating: IP22
Class of Isolation: I

Extimated capacity (per door)
WHITE BOX_500 200 folded garments
WHITE BOX_600 100 linens, 500 pillow cases, 40 pairs of clogs 

Shelf dimensions (WxD in):
WHITE BOX_500 1,27x1,50
WHITE BOX_600 1,60x1,83
Shelf Distance: variable
Internal Coating Material (Internal Walls and Shelves): Polyethylene

Panel PC: 8’’ - touch screen
Operation System: Windows 7 embedded
Connectivity: Ethernet
Standard Badge Reader: RFid HF Badge Reader
Average Delivery Time: Instantaneous
Compatibility with Garment Identifi cation Systems: RFid Technology (UHF)

Weight: (Steel/Aluminum):
WHITE BOX_501 approx. 432/220Lb
WHITE BOX_502 approx. 657/341Lb
WHITE BOX_503 approx. 897/467Lb
WHITE BOX_601 approx. 487/260Lb
WHITE BOX_602 approx. 780/414Lb
WHITE BOX_603 approx. 1,036/564Lb

Dimensions (WxDxH in):

WHITE BOX_501 31.4x19.6x81.5
WHITE BOX_502 51.2x19.6x81.5
WHITE BOX_503 70.8x19.6x81.5
WHITE BOX_601 35.4x23.6x81.5
WHITE BOX_602 59.0x23.6x81.5
WHITE BOX_603 82.6x23.6x81.5




